
Prope!y "ghts v Personal Rights.

Property Rights Personal Rights

Right in Rem Right in personam

Rights concerning particular things, without much regard to the 
people against whom those rights might be enforced.

Rights are enforced against particular persons, without much 
regard to the things they might have.

Essential characteristics:
• Property rights always relates to, and depends upon the 

existence of, some particular thing.
• Property rights can be enforced not just against specific persons, 

but against a wide range of persons.
• No privity exists in property rights, therefore it can be enforced in 

the absence of a contract.

Property rights is a description of a legal relationship with a thing. It is treated as a “bundle of rights”: Yanner v Eaton (1999)
Under some circumstances, property rights is not exclusive, for example, native title: Yanner v Eaton (1999)
Three basic question to ask when dealing with property rights:

• What sort of right is it?

• How was it created?

• What priority does it have? Who has better claim?

Yanner v Eaton (1999) 201 CLR 351

• The word "property" is often used to refer to something that belongs to another. But in the Fauna Act, as elsewhere in the law, 
"property" does not refer to a thing; it is a description of a legal relationship with a thing. It refers to a degree of power that is 
recognised in law as power permissibly exercised over the thing. The concept of "property" may be elusive. Usually it is treated 
as a "bundle of rights.” ...

• "Property" is a term that can be, and is, applied to many different kinds of relationship with a subject matter. It is not "a 
monolithic notion of standard content and invariable intensity". ...

• Because "property" is a comprehensive term it can be used to describe all or any of very many different kinds of relationship 
between a person and a subject matter. To say that person A has property in item B invites the question what is the interest 
that A has in B? The statement that A has property in B will usually provoke further questions of classification. Is the interest 
real or personal? Is the item tangible or intangible? Is the interest legal or equitable? ...

• The HC ultimately found that the effect of s 7(1) of the Fauna Conservation Act 1974 (Qld) was not to extinguish any native 
title rights, because it did not imply absolute ownership -- due to the purposive construction of the Act as aiming to establish a 
regime forbidding the taking or keeping of fauna except pursuant to licence granted by or under the Act and the Crown’s 
inherently limited ability to possess and control wild animals.

• The "property" which the Fauna Act and its predecessors vested in the Crown was therefore no more than the aggregate 
of the various rights of control by the Executive that the legislation created. So far as now relevant those were rights to 
limit what fauna might be taken and how it might be taken, rights to possession of fauna that had been reduced to 
possession, and rights to receive royalty in respect of fauna that was taken (all coupled with, or supported by, a prohibition 
against taking or keeping fauna except in accordance with the Act 1975). Those rights are less than the rights of full 
beneficial, or absolute, ownership. Taken as a whole the effect of the Fauna Act was to establish a regime forbidding the 
taking or keeping of fauna except pursuant to licence granted by or under the Act. ... Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Kirby and 
Hayne JJ, 370 [30]

• Accordingly, the crocodiles as property of the Crown co-existed with Yanner’s native title rights, so he could validly hunt or fish 
for crocodiles to satisfy his personal, domestic or non-communal needs, through the operation of s 221(2) of the Native Title 
Act 1993 (Cth) and s 109 of the Constitution.
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In rem rights must be assignable, 
otherwise it is in personam rights

1. Yanner, an Aboriginal man, used a 
traditional harpoon to hunt 
crocodiles. The crocodiles were killed, and 
Yanner shared the meat with other 
members of his Gunnamulla clan. Yanner 
was charged with taking a crocodile 
without a licence contrary the Queensland 
Fauna Conservation Act 1974 (“Fauna 
Act”).

2. Under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth), 
Yanner would not have been guilty of the 
offence if he were exercising native title 
rights. Eaton, the police officer who laid the 
charge (and the Commonwealth and 
various states intervening in the action), 
argued that any native title rights Yanner 
would otherwise have had been 
extinguished by s 7(1) of the Fauna Act, 
which provided that “all fauna ... is 
property of the Crown.”

Issue:
Whether native title can co-exist with the 
possession of the Crown?
If the Crown’s property meant absolute 
ownership, then any native title rights would 
have been extinguished. But by majority, the 
High Court held that this was not the effect 
of s 7(1). Rather the property of the Crown 
was such that they could co-exist with Yanner’s 
native title rights.



The right to use and enjoy
• Justified by the efficient allocation of resources because the property rights are owned by those who value them the 

most, measured by willingness to pay for them.
The right to exclude

• Justified by the incentive to put resources to their most productive use ( when combined with the right to use and enjoy).
The right to alienate and transfer

• Justified by allowing resources to more to more highly valued uses through a mutually beneficial exchange.

Contractual versus Prop"etary Rights

Proprietary Rights Contractual Rights

Enforceability A proprietary right can be enforced against persons in 
general, not just specific persons, so a right in rem.

A contractual right cannot be enforced against person in 
general, but only specific persons who are parties to the 
contract, according to the doctrine of privity, so a right in 
personam.

Content The potential content of a proprietary right is limited, 
because there is only a limited set of rights recognised by 
the common law.

The potential content of a contractual right is governed by 
the terms of the agreement.

Sources A proprietary right always relates to and depends upon 
the existence of some particular things.

A contractual right always relates to and depends upon 
the existence of a contract.

Role of equity
• Equity has a role in bridging the divide between contractual and proprietary rights

• This is because equity regards as done that which ought to be done, a key equity maxim held in Lysaght v Edward 
(1876) and Walsh v Lonsdale (1882)

• Thus, equity can help recognised an interest as proprietary despite failure of formal requirement, particularly due to the 
uniqueness of land so that a court would decree specific performance.

King v David Allen and Sons, Billposting Ltd [1916] 2 AC 54
There is a contract between [King and the Billposting Company] which creates nothing but a personal obligation. It is a licence 
given for good and valuable consideration and to endure for a certain time. But I fail to see ...that there is any authority for 
saying that the document creates rights other than I have described. ... [I]t is unreasonable to attempt to construct the 
relationship of landlord and tenant or grantor and grantee of an easement out of such a transaction ... (Lord Buckmaster LC, 61)
• The agreement contained an implied term that King would not disable himself from carrying out his contractual obligation. 

King breached that condition and was liable in damages to the Billposting Company. (Earl Loreburn, 62)

Requirements for creation or transfer of a (particular) proprietary right
• Essential / substantial requirements
• Formal requirements

Basic Terminology of Prope!y
Real property -- interest in land (other than a lease)

• Corporeal hereditaments, like a fee simple
• Incorporeal hereditaments, like an easement

Personal property -- all property interests other than in land
• Chattel real -- lease of land
• Pure personalty -- all personal property interests other than lease of land

• Chose in possession
• Chose in action

Introduction to General Prope!y Concepts
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1. King owned land on which a picture 
theatre was to be erected. 

2. King agreed with David Allen and Sons, 
Billposting (“Billposting Company”) that the 
Company would have the sole right to affix 
posters and advertising on the walls of the 
proposed theatre for a period of 4 years 
for a specified yearly payment. 

3. Subsequently King leased the land to a 
third party (Lessee). Under the lease the 
Lessee was obliged to erect a theatre, 
which it did. The lease did not refer to the 
agreement between King and the 
Billposting Company.

4. When the theatre was erected the 
Billposting Company attempted to post 
their bills on the wall of the theatre, as 
contemplated by its agreement with King, 
but the Lessee refused to allow this. The 
Billposting Company sued King for breach 
of contract.

Issue: whether the agreement between King 
and the Billposting Company created an 
interest in land that was enforceable against 
the Lessee and therefore that King was not in 
breach of the agreement?
Held,
For Billposting Company. The agreement 
between King and the Billposting Company 
created a licence; it did not create an interest 
in the land. 



Non-possessory Right to Land - Incorporeal Here'tament
Profits a prendre

Definition: Rights to take things, such as sand, timber, or wild rabbits, from another person’s land
• Land subject to the profit is called the servient tenement.
• Restricted to the taking of the natural produce of the land, which are

• Soil and minerals

• Natural vegetation
• Wild animals

• Profits a prendre cannot be granted with respect to the fruits  of industry, such as farm crops, garden vegetables, or 
domestic animals. These things are regarded as the product of human labour and not the land.

• However, it is possible to have a profit a prendre to harvest trees that were planted by humans (or their machines). -- 
Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW), s 88AB. 

• A right to take minerals can be a profit a prendre: Emerald Quarry Industries Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Highways 
(1976)

Someone who wrongly interferes with the profit holder’s right is guilty of nuisance for interfering with a right to land
A profit a prendre can be an exclusive right or a shared right.

Easement

Definition: Rights to use a neighbour’s land without possessing it.
• Land subject to an easement is called the servient tenement.
• Land benefited by an easement is called the dominant tenement.
• The benefit to the dominant tenement is called accommodation.
• Easement in Gross: An easement without a dominant tenement.

Elements
• Benefit to the dorminant tenement

• The benefit must be connected to the normal use and enjoyment of that land: King v David Allen and Sons, 
Billposting Ltd [1916]

• A benefit to the owners or occupiers of land, which is unconnected to the land, would not be a valid easement. 
For example, win profit (money).

Tenure & E%ate

Doctrine of Tenure

Definition of tenure
• The legal regime under which people own land in Australia is called tenure, which means that the Crown is the owner of 

all land in Australia and all private owners are tenants of the Crown.
• The relationship between tenant and lord which comprises the legal regime under which people own land in 

Australia: Brennan J in Marbo v Queensland (No 2) (1992)
The doctrine of tenure asserts that the Crown is the formal owner of all land and grants estates to private owners who are 
tenants of the Crown, due to the radical title acquired by the Crown through its sovereignty over Australia: Brennan J in Mabo v 
Queensland (No 2) (1992) - rather than beneficial ownership as in England.

• All land in Australia & the UK that has been granted by the Crown, including that in fee simple, is  held by tenure rather 
than absolute ownership, as the Crown alone is the source of all tenure.

      

• A mode of holding land, derived from feudal times under which a person [the tenant] holds land of or from another. 

Tenures, E%ate and Native Title
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Origin of tenure in the feudal era from 1066 when William the Conqueror asserted sovereignty over England, attained 
beneficial ownership and gave land to faithful lords in exchange for fealty and services, the tenant performed the following 
services in return for the grant of estate:

• Knight service (security)

• Serjeanty (splendour)
• Frankalmoign (soul)
• Socage (sustenance)

The feudal era was also characterised by the process of subinfeudation
• Whereby lords who received land directly from the Crown as tenants-in-chielf gave portions of their land to lesser tenants 

(mesne lords) in exchange for services, who in return gave their land to tenants who live on and worked the land (tenants 
in demesne)

Each step of subinfeudation required the permission of the Crown and fixed money payments to the Crown as a fine.
Thus, CB Macpherson in “The Meaning of Property” has characterised feudal property as:

• Conditional on the performance of a social obligation.

• Limited with concurrent interests
• Inalienable
• For the purposes of ensuring social order, through the entrenchment of power in particular families.

Decline of the doctrine of tenure

Abolition by the statute of Quia Emptores 1290 of:
• ‘Fines’ as fixed money payments due to the Crown for transfer
• Most subinfeudation, so tenants (except tenants-in-chief) could transfer land without the permission of lords

Abolition by the statute of Tenure Abolition Act 1660 of most feudal services, with only the survival of socage (sustenance).
Reflects the evolution from tenure to ownership:

• People now own land as tenants-in-chief;
• The system of land ownership is separate from the system of government;
• NO fixed money payments are due to the Crown as a fine for transfer;
• Transfer without consent was allowed (except for tenants-in-chief) and most subinfeudation was prohibited -- reflected in 

s 36 of the Imperial Acts Application Act 1969 (NSW) (enacting the Quia Emptores 1290)
• Abolition of most feudal services -- reflected in s 37 of the Imperial Acts Application Act 1969 (NSW) (enacting the 

Tenures Abolition Act 1660)
• Abolition of the Crown’s right of ‘escheat’ -- formerly reflected in s 61B(7) of the Probate and Administration Act 1898 

(NSW) and now reflected in s 136 of the Succession Act 2006 (NSW) with idea of bona vacantia, so that “if an intestate 
dies leaving no person who is entitled to the intestate estate, the State is entitled to the whole of the intestate estate”.

• Thus, CB Macpherson in “The meaning of Property” has characterised capitalist property as:
• Unconditional on the performance of a social obligation;
• Unlimited;
• Freely alienable;

• For the purposes of ensuring the efficient allocation of market resources.

Nature of the Crown’s right to land

The Crown is  not the owner of all the land in Australia, but has the power, as sovereign, to grant land to others or to take land 
for itself.
The Crown’s right to land is called radical title. The assertion of sovereignty, without more, did not entitle the Crown to prevent 
the holders of existing property rights from exercising those rights: Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CLR

• Therefore, if land was already subject to property rights (even a right less than possession, such as native title to hunt or 
fish), the Crown had no right to possess that land unless it first exercised its sovereign power to claim that right and 
thereby extinguish existing rights.

• However, if the land were desert and uninhabited, truly a terra nullius, the Crown would take an absolute beneficial title 
(an allodial title) to the land.

Doctrine of Estate

Definition of estates

Tenures, E%ate and Native Title
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‘Bona Vacantia’ means vacant goods and 
is the name given to ownerless property, 
which by law passes to the Crown.



• Coupled with the concept of tenure, that people do not own the land itself, but have estates in land.
• So an estate is the right to possess a volume of space, defined relative to the surface of the earth, for a period of time. 

A subject could hold land only as a tenant, directly or indirectly, of the Crown. ... The ‘estate’ which a subject held in land as 
tenant was itself property which was the subject of ‘ownership’ both in law and equity. The primary estate of a subject, the 
estate in fee simple, became, for almost all practical purposes, equivalent to full ownership of the land itself: Mabo v 
Queensland (No 2) (1992)
The doctrine of estate thus acknowledges that land is enduring and owned in succession, whereas the doctrine of tenure 
recognised that a number of persons could have a proprietary interest in the one piece of land at the same time, by relying on 
duration, the doctrine of estates allows for the creation of of successive interests, present and future, in the same piece of 
land: Deane and Gaudron JJ in Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992)
So in essence, the doctrine of estates reflects the idea that a person should be able to have an interest in land giving rise to a 
present right to possession, while at the same time other persons would also have interests in the land giving them future 
rights to possession: Western Australia v Ward (2000)

Category of estates:

Freehold	estates: last for indefinite periods measured in lifetimes. (Person seised of that estate, possession = seisin)

❖ Fee simple: “Fee” means that the estate is inheritable and “simple” means that it is not qualified in any way.

‣ Created by a grant of land to a tenant and her or his heirs.

‣ A fee simple creates an estate o long as the tenant and any of her or his heirs survived. 

‣ Previously, on the death of the last heir, the estate would come to an end and the land would escheat.  
• This was abolished except in Western Australia. 
• If the tenant of a fee simple estate dies without heirs and without disposing of the estate by will, it does not 

escheat, but is treated like all the tenant’s other property rights and goes to the Crown as bona vacantia 
(ownerless goods).

• Since Crown could not be both lord and tenant of the same land, the estate ceases. 

‣ Further, a fee simple estate would not come to an end when the tenant died without heirs, so long as it passed to a 
beneficiary of the tenant’s will. -- (by virtue of Statute of Wills 1540 and Tenures Abolition Act 1660)

‣ While the tenant lives, the estate can be dealt with as he or she pleased.

❖ Fee tail: different from fee simple estate, the present tenant was not free to deal with the land without regard for her or 
his heirs.

• If a person granted land to a tenant and the heirs of her or his body, it would be restricted to the tenant’s lineal 
descendants. 

• If no lineal descendent survived the tenant, the estate would escheat, even if the tenant had other heirs.

• Escheat of a fee tail would return the land to the person with the fee simple.
• But now ‘fee tail’  extinct in NSW following ss 19 and 19A of the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) which has made it 

impossible to create a fee tail and all existing fee tails are converted to legal fee simples.
❖ Life estate: a permissible form of subinfeudation for the duration of a person’s life.

• A right to exclusive possession for the during of the grantee’s life.

• Would return to the grantor or the person entitled to the fee simple estate on the grantee’s death.
• The holder of the life estate (called the life tenant) may grant it to someone else, but the estate still comes to an end 

on the death of the original life tenant. 

Leasehold	estates - also called a lease or tenancy - last for definite blocks of time, such as one month or five years.

• Nature of a lease 
• Right to exclusive possession for a certain period of time.
• Associated “leasehold covenants” as rights and obligations expressed in the contract or implied by common law or 

statute.

• Lesser property right than a freehold estate -- a life tenant can grant a lease, but a leasehold tenant cannot grant a 
life estate (even if the lease is set to last for more than a lifetime).

• Relationship between landlord and tenant in a leasehold estate -- the tenant has right to possession the land, while 
the landlord has a right to possess the land when the lease ends -- a reversionary interest.

• Difference between lease and freehold estate:

• Duration: definite period.
• A tenant of a freehold estate is said to be seised of that estate, while the tenant of a lease has possession.
• The creation of a lease is sometimes called a demise, not used in freehold estate.

Tenures, E%ate and Native Title
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Both freehold and leasehold estates entail a right to possession of a volume of space defined relative to the surface of the 
earth for a period of time, but the tenant of a freehold estate is said to be seised of that estate while the tenant of a 
leasehold estate only has possession. (Robert Chambers)

Future interests
Reversion: A had the possession before the right were passed to B. After B dies, the right to possession will come back to A.
Remainder: A had possession before the right were passed to B and A granted the remaining possession to C (the right after B 
dies), with respect to C, the right to possession is called remainder.

• Contingent remainder:
• Where the identity of the person taking the remainder is not known at the date of the grant.

• For example, the requirement that the person taking the remainder has graduated within a university qualification.
• There are associated rules against perpetuities, where people create legal contingent remainders to control their 

estate after their death.
• At common law, the rule against perpetuities invalidate any grant of a legal contingent remainder if it could 

remain contingent for too long, with a perpetuity period of a life in being (lifetime of someone alive at the date 
of the grant) plus 21 years plus a gestation period. 

• For example, a grant to Tom for life, with the remainder to his first child to attain 21 years is valid.
• Tom is a life in being since he is alive at the date of the grant, and
• if any of his children attain 21 years, they will do so within 21 years of his death plus a gestation 

period (to take care of the possibility that Tom might die leaving someone pregnant with his child)

• Now, by statute, the perpetuity period is 80 years according to s 7 of the Perpetuities Act 1984 (NSW)
• But legal contingent remainders which could be void at common law are now valid as long as there is a 

possibility of vesting within the perpetuity period, as provided by s 9 of the Perpetuities Act 1984 (NSW) 
(the wait and see rule)

Waste
A person with a reversion or remainder has a right to possession of land in the future, following the end of a prior estate -- so 
the value of the right can be adversely affected by the person in possession.
Therefore, tenants in possession may be liable for waste if they deal with the land in a manner which adversely affects the 
interests  of those who have a right to possession in the future. (a course of action in which may be brought even while out of 
possession for an injunction, damages for compensation for loos or restitution of profits from the waste).
Type of waste:

• Voluntary waste (common law): doing some act of damage to the premise which the possessor is not permitted to do. 
e.g., cutting down large trees, destroying buildings....

• Permissive waste (common law): failure to take action to keep the premises in good repair. e.g., failure to cultivate land or 
repair buildings.

• A life tenant is only liable if the person creating the estate imposed an obligation to repair, while a leasehold tenant 
can be liable as implied by law.

• Ameliorating waste (common law): an act which does not harm the land, but fundamentally changes its character. e.g., 
change the dwelling into a brewery. 

• This is rarely successful where a life tenant improves the land, as held in Melms v Pabst Brewing Co (1899), the 
Court held that the destruction of a large brick house by the life tenant was not waste. This was because the house 
was the last residential dwelling in an area that had been converted to business use, complete with factories and rail 
lines. Since it was no longer desirable or valuable as a residence, the life tenant was permitted to change the 
character of the land and use it as a brewery.

• A leasehold tenant’s right to commit ameliorating waste may be restricted by statute.
• Under ss 51 and 66 of the Residential Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW), the tenant is not allowed to alter the 

premises without the consent of the landlord, and unless they agree otherwise, must restore them to their 
original condition at the end of the lease or pay the landlord for the cost of doing so.

• Equitable waste (equity): a court of equity would also intervene to prevent waste in some cases where the tenant in 
possession was “unimpeachable for waste” and therefore free at common law to deal with the land as he pleased.

• For example, pulling down a house or felling ornamental trees might be regarded as equitable waste, even though 
the possessor would not be held liable for waste at common law.

• By statute, a life tenant can now be liable for equitable waste: s 9 of the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW)
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